1. Ready
Thanks for choosing Roof OX!
Roof OX EZ-Pouch = 375 sq ft coverage
Number of pouches depends on the product
(Sample=2, 1500=4 , 3000=8, 4500=12)

Unfold for Directions

have a clean roof forever!

Roof OX is the first step. After you spend the time
and energy to clean your roof, protect your
investment with annual Roof Armor applications!
Roof Armor eliminates the algae that forms the
ugly roof stains and does not require rinsing.
Applying Roof Armor every 12 months breaks the
stain cycle and your roof stays clean… Forever!

2. Apply

Choose an Ideal Day:
 Not under freezing within 6 hours
 No rain while applying
 Low or no wind

Application Strategy:
 Work in 12’ x 15’ sections
 Apply to dry shingles
 Heavy stains may require a 2nd coat

Mixing Roof OX:
Use gloves and eye protection when
handling Roof OX

From on the roof (Best):
 Start at the bottom row of shingles
 Work up the roof to the ridge line

Pump-Up Garden Sprayer (Best):
 Use a 5 gallon bucket
 Add 2 gallons of HOT water
 Slowly add 1 (one) OX EZ-Pouch
 Stir until dissolved
 Allow 10 minutes to activate
 Pour into pump-up sprayer

From the gutter level:
 Target highest point of roof line
 Work your way down to gutters


Soak the shingles to the point where
the solution is just about to run

Cleaner Today Pro-Applicator:
 Follow GREEN Pro-Applicator
Instruction sheet included



Soaking the shingle is essential to
penetrate and loosen the stain



Over applying to shingles may waste
cleaner resulting in less coverage



Allow to soak for at least 25 min
(Be patient this is the cleaning time)



If shingles dry, mist with water to
reactivate cleaner;
Cleaner only works when WET

Pressure washer soap injector:
 Fill bucket with 1/2 gallon water
 Slowly add 2 (two) OX EZ-Pouches
 Mix until dissolved, wait 10 minutes
 Assumes 7:1 mix ratio,
for 15:1 ratio use 4 OX EZ pouches
 Use soap / chemical Tip (Black)

Hints / Tips


Reorder - Questions? - Send a Photo
CleanerToday.com/QR-ox
or
SCAN code

‘Clean Roof Forever’ with Roof Armor to prevent stain re-growth
 If you have Roof Armor follow tan Roof Armor
 If you do not have Roof Armor, it’s not too late to order!



Roof OX is a homeowner grade product, for stubborn stains, order Roof QSE



Do not use hose end ( ‘miracle grow’ ) applicators,
only the Cleaner Today Pro-Applicator has the correct mix ratios.



BEST results are from applying and rinsing from the roof; Good results can be
obtained from the gutter line, but heavy stains will longer to fade



Heavy stains / older roofs may have shadows of stains caused by the roof
having been covered by the stain for years; this is common and unavoidable.



Roof OX will not remove stains caused by rust, minerals, or metals

3. Rinse
Rinsing is essential!

Until the stains are rinsed away,
the clean roof may remain hidden
From on the roof (Best):
 Garden hose tight jet stream

(don’t use fan or wide spray, it won’t have
enough rinse intensity to remove stains)

or

Pressure washer with fan spray tip

(always keep pressure under 200psi, if using a
3000psi rig, a spray 20in wide is a safe 150psi
when the spray hits the shingles)

 Start at the ridge line and rinse
down to gutters
 Heavy stains may need a jet of water
within 12 inches to dislodge the
stain residue
 For stubborn stains, wipe with a soft
bristle car brush to agitate stains

(similar to brushes used at a Car Wash, this type
brush is soft and will not disturb roof granules)

From the gutter level:
 Rinsing from gutter level may not
provide a rinse intensity sufficient to
remove stains
 The next 5” of rain will help rinse
more of the stains away

Common Sense Cautions
DOES NOT CONTAIN ACIDS, BLEACH,
HYDROXIDES, PHOSPHATES OR SOLVENTS

It is a violation of Federal law to use
this product in a manner
inconsistent with its labeling.
Read and follow ALL safety information
contained on this label and in the MSDS.
Manufacturer’s warranty is limited to purchase price.
No other guarantee is given or implied.
User Assumes all risk.
CONTAINS: Wetting agents, sodium carbonate
peroxyhydrate and proprietary surfactant blends.
WARNINGS: Irritant
If in Eyes: Irritant: Hold eye open and rinse with
water for 15 minutes. If discomfort persists call a
doctor for treatment advice.
If swallowed: If swallowed give large amounts of
water followed by citrus juice or diluted vinegar.
Call a doctor for treatment advice.

